
 

 

Lovereading4kids Reader reviews of  
The Snow Sister by Emma Carroll 
 
Below are the complete reviews, written by Lovereading4kids 
members. 
 
 

Sam Harper, age 11 

‘The Snow Sister’ is the story of 

Pearl, a young girl whose life took a 

massive turn for the worse when her 

sister, Agnes, died.  

Every Christmas Pearl builds a ‘snow 

sister’ and decorates it with Agnes’ 

clothes. This helps Pearl to feel that 

part of Agnes is still with her and 

that she can carry on living without 

her. One Christmas Eve her family 

receive a letter, a letter which could 

change their lives forever. Thinking 

that they will no longer be poor, 

Pearl’s mother sends her out to buy 

the ingredients for a Christmas 

pudding. Pearl doesn’t mean to steal 

half of the ingredients but before she 

knows what’s happening she is being 

chased and flees into the path of a 

passing carriage. Unable to make it 

back home with a sore ankle in the snow and ice, she is helped by the rich 

carriage owners until she can get home on Christmas Day. While she’s with 

them Pearl realises that, despite being very rich, they are not at all happy and 

that family is far more important than money. Pearl can’t wait to get back to 

her own family again and the parents who love her so much. And the letter? 

Well, it may still change their lives for the better after all. 

This snowy tale of the importance of family is exactly what I would 

want to read, snuggled up in a blanket on the sofa, on Christmas 

Eve. 

 



 

 

Erica Motoc, age 9 

‘The Snow Sister’ is a really good book. Although it is sad at times, it has a 

very happy ending. The main character is Pearl, a strong girl that 

fights through everything, sometimes cheeky, but mostly serious. 

I would recommend ‘The Snow Sister’ to older people as well, like 10 +, but 

really anyone could read it. It is a book that makes you realise that money isn't 

everything. 

 

Felicity Wilcox, age 12 

A completely charming story for winter, good for 7-14 year olds of 

both genders!  

The book is a very sweet book set at Christmas in the Victorian times; with some 

emotional bits in because of Agnes's death. You feel sorry for Pearl throughout 

the book.  

I would have to say my favourite character is the one that you see the story 

through the eyes of, Pearl. She was in some ways relatable to me (but not in the 

way about not arguing with her sister though). The haunted room that she slept 

in didn't really work for me; I guessed it was meant to be an exciting piece of 

the story but it wasn't really. The scene where the thugs from the grocery were 

chasing Pearl really stood out for me because you didn't know what was going 

to happen, the tenseness of it made you keep reading. This also has one of the 

best book endings I have read yet. 

 

Betty Furmston, age 9 

I think ‘The Snow Sister’ is a truly beautiful tale filled with hardship, friendship 

and love. It is suitable for all ages and I think it is destined to be a classic. The 

only thing wrong with this book is that you can't put it down. 

 

Amy Coward, age 9 

This story is about family and kindness and trying not to let your 

hopes get you down while you still have fun.  

‘The Snow Sister’ is about winter and Christmas and not being able to celebrate 

with some people that you love and care for. It's about family and kindness and 

trying not to let your hopes get you down while you still have fun. 



 

 

 

I liked all the characters but Pearl was my favourite because she is a kind, 

thoughtful girl. The book started off sad and finished happy. I really enjoyed the 

storyline and it was easy to follow. We all need to remember to help people in 

need. 

 

Jasmine Harris-Hart, age 13 

An exciting and at times sad story, set in Victorian England at 

Christmas.  

Pearl was a young girl whose sister Agnes had died. Each winter since then she 

had made a snow sister and dressed it with an item of Agnes's clothing. This had 

helped to ease her pain at the loss of her sister which was even worse at 

Christmas time. 

When Pearl Grangers family receive a letter saying that her father's rich 

brother had died, they think he has left them a fortune. So her father goes down 

to Bath for the will reading and her mother prepares a Christmas feast. 

She sends Pearl down to the shops to get some ingredients for a Christmas 

pudding but soon after her adventure begins.........to get back home in time for 

Christmas day! 

It was quite a short read but so well described that I could feel the cold winter 

and the warmth of the fire as I read the words. 

The monochromatic illustrations added more depth to the story. 

I really liked this book and think it would be a great for girls/boys age 9+ 

I rate it 7/10 
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Isabel, age 8 

A sad and engrossing story about Pearl and the snow girl who 

replaces her dead sister.  

I enjoyed this story about how Pearl copes with the loss of her real life sister 

Agnes by making a replacement snow girl who wears Agnes's shawl. As 

Christmas approaches she wonders if she will ever see Agnes again and 

wonders if she will ever be really happy. 



 

 

Isaac Phelan, age 12 

‘The Snow Sister’. An action-packed thrilling adventure for those 

willing to explore its pages. This is a brilliantly well written book 

Emma Carroll.  

Pearl Granger once had a sister called Agnes. However, she dies and Pearl is left 

alone. To ease her pain, she builds herself a snow sister. However, when a 

strange letter comes concerning he father, her whole world is turned upside 

down. 

I liked this book a lot as it had a lot of flowing chapters which were really 

enjoyable to read. I also liked to find out about how people lived in poverty back 

in the Victorian times.  

I read this book to my sister and she said that it was ''magical'' and ''amazing'' 

and she really enjoyed me reading it to her. 

I thought that the book was really well written and it flowed perfectly so I loved 

reading every chapter as you get very little books like that. I hope she makes a 

sequel because it was great. I would put this book towards girls of 9 upwards. If 

you liked ‘In Darkling Wood’ by Emma (which I also read to my sister,) you will 

love this brilliant read. 

 

Isla Bauer, age 9  

Fantastic, Fascinating, Hooking book. 

This book showed me how strong wills could be and Emma put a lot 

of description right into one tiny book. 

 


